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The Kaufmann Protocol may be the first comprehensive method of aging
that tackles why we age, and recommends a strategic, scientific
formulation to decelerate the procedure. The book brings practical
information to people, and takes the technology of aging out of the
laboratory and into the real life. This number is actually a snapshot of
its antiaging properties, and allows the reader to create a regimen to
fit their personal wants. We age group because our cells age group and
it is this understanding that allows the protocol to combat aging for
people from all walks of existence. This is presented when it comes to
the seven tenets, or types, of maturing which comprise topics such as
for example DNA alterations, mitochondrial energy, and aging pathways.
This regimen is fantastic for most people older than 40, nonetheless it
certainly is not comprehensive. The next half of the book reviews the
top fifteen molecular brokers that curb the aging process. A series of
analogies paralleling the cell to a factory aid the reader in following
the logic. Alternatively, the reserve suggests the most typical process,
the PANACEA, which really is a combination of five molecular brokers.
The first half of The Kaufmann Protocol discusses ageing on a cellular
level, which separates it from all the anti-ageing fads. Each agent is
usually examined, discussed and rated in terms of the seven categories,
thus granting it a Kaufmann Rating number. These are explained in both
scientific and laymen terms, such that anyone can understand the
procedure. With the tools and knowledge shown in this publication, the
reader can know what is best for them as individuals. This book can be
meant to be considered a complimentary addition to the Kaufmann Process
App (expected release August 2018) which will allow the user to monitor
their improvement and stay updated challenging new scientific findings
that will continue to make aging truly optional.
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Choose the book. Another simile could be that each cell is similar to a
person living in a town(an organ) in a country with a federal government
(a brain ) with 10 trillion people (cells), all doing their function and
following their personal interests.Maybe there is special situations and
health conditions of a specific patient that would be a contraindication
to 1 or more of these compounds? Begin looking and feeling better. It
really is more right than what we comprehended 10 years ago. So, with
that taken care of, TL, DR: Buy the book. Head to page 319. 320 Pages of
Tiny text.!Full disclosure. I know the author, but I bought my own copy
of the publication and I have not been coached on what to say. CAUTION
The doses recommended can be deadly to elderly. But for anyone who is
thinking about longevity research, healthy aging, or "anti-aging"
medication, what the writer has done is viewed the currently available
study and broken it down into simple, easy to understand language. She's
done all the heavy mental lifting, sifting through a huge selection of
scientific papers and reading the primary literature to synthesize her
theory of maturing. This book is a description, not a prescription (uh,
alright, it really is) and every health decisions ought to be undertaken
with that caveat. That's where the majority of the book spends its time.
Is her theory of ageing entirely correct? I have no idea, and neither
perform you or other people, at least not really yet. I am a physician,
I might even be your medical doctor, but this review isn't intended to
replace the information and assistance of a medical professional. The
price for that off patent medicationwill really go up if proven to work!
This reserve is an extremely great educated guess. I would argue that we
now have other great supplements which should have produced the list
such as for example all the forms of Supplement E, which are great anti-
oxidants and anti-inflammatory compounds. There are clinical trials
currently ongoing showing metformin is an anti-aging medication!
Millionaires and Billionaires spend thousands of dollars to greatly help
them stay in great physical and mental condition. The second part
dedicated to the various anti-aging supplements that address the
maturing groups. (e.g. The book is clearly written with the visitors in
mind. It has been incredibly helpful to non-biology main understand the
mechanisms of ageing, and how they relate with each other. I'm not sure
there ever will be. Author is very organized and tries to satisfy both
untrained and professional readers. Too many personal preferences and
belief systems go into dietary choices. Even so, a partially total map
begins us further on the road than waiting for a perfect map. Probably
undermine benefits from exercise in younger people.What this book does
is actually the taking part in field. We will most likely shake our
heads at how incorrect we were 50 years from right now (with any luck).
Choose the supplements from an established source. Yes. Once you have a
theory, today you possess a framework with which to attack the
problem.Among my criticisms of the reserve is that she de-emphasizes the
inputs of the patient, the diet. I personally feel that the nutrient and



energy sources that support the body have become important. But that's,
literally, another book ( or books, tomes, encyclopedias). I am aware
why the author didn't wish to explore the diet part as there is no
consensus on what comprises a healthy diet plan. This reserve will argue
convincingly the answer is No. These essential pathways discussed have
just recently been elucidated and, admittedly, our knowledge is still
incomplete. Also the timing of meals or carrying out intermittent
fasting has results on longevity.)When you have slogged through to this
aspect, here is the bottom line. The best part is that's accessible to
anyone who wishes to try. She do a lot of good work delving deep into
the ways by which supplements work. Things modification fast. Drawback
is that you'll want to read all of those other book from web page one.
See what I mean about lack of consensus? As we've seen in many isolated
societies and pre-westernized locations, human beings will find a way to
thrive and develop with whatever is naturally available to them to eat.
The writer has put together a fantastic starting point to help you live
longer and healthier lives. I believe that is definitely the most
important point regarding diet. Presents anti-aging info in one cohesive
system The book is divided into two main parts. This is a book and
process that I wanna tell all of my friends and family! But must you
spend that very much? In additional to chemistry and biology particular
explanations Dr Kaufmann provides real life analogies with the factory
that makes it easy to place all into one cohesive system. It had been
really good to get a solid bottom on aging fundamentals ahead of moving
onto the next half of the reserve. They create businesses that want to
get the next most sensible thing, items or proprietary substances to
help us appear and feel better.Cared for Alzheimers mom for 10 years and
micro-dosed supplements simply by pulling open capsules and putting
smaller amounts on food. If you have been reading the many articles and
discussion boards on anti-aging, and occasionally wondering about the
conditions used, and need for the topics this publication might be for
you. Regardless of the surprising amount of spelling and grammar errors,
I still gave this publication a 5 based on the factual information.
Ambrosia) Unless you have 7 statistics in your bank account, you can't
afford what they can get. An excellent book based on screening and
science for Health insurance and Ageing This author has honored test
outcomes from 1000's of university studies, then summarized and
simplified the idea presentations to help put order into the results.
Sometimes it could not look simplified however the situation is
seriously complicated. She uses a factory as an illustration. Go to page
319. That is a book predicated on science, unlike much of medical
industry where earning money guides the guessing. an important book for
me I have read articles about supplements for several years, and
generally wondered how much credit to provide them, there are so many,
and some read like product sales pitches. A good summary of bio-
gerontology Lays out the mechanisms where the body deteriorates and the



incredible therapeutic value we have in supplements to preserve our long-
term health. It's all there, for now. It is not really a comprehensive
treatise, not really addressing all health supplements that I thought
essential but is an important piece for those wishing to take
supplements for overall health in addition to anti-aging. Best book ever
on the subject of staying young!! Brilliant! Begin looking and feeling
better.! Best book I've ever read regarding health supplements and
adjuvants for slowing down the aging process. It's completely accessible
in the event that you graduated from SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL. She's also
scoured the scientific peer examined research studies and have weeded
our the unreal ones. That is a very good sense, logical, readable
description that can be done to remain young and healthy for provided
that possible. You can begin reading on page 282, First page of Chapter
25. I especially liked her list of top recommendations for specific
phytonutrients including info on both foods and products. It offers a
apparent outlook, puts the parts jointly, and addresses the system as a
whole while providing practical guidance that anyone can act upon.For
most people, who just wish to know how to proceed, the first line of the
review lets you know all you need to know. Extreme blood circulation
pressure drops and bloodstream thinning. All of the supplements are
often available, fairly inexpensive and have obvious literature
supporting their use. Surprised a doctor would put name to this dosing
schedule. In addition to the scientific knowledge I especially loved the
lively funny comments on the margins. One fourth of the doses suggested
at end of reserve would have killed her at that moment. This writer,
Sandra Kaufmann, MD appears to me to fit the costs and lists supplements
she wants and the reasons.Exercise, activity or physical exertion can
synergize with these products to improve health and longevity. Purchase
the supplements from an established source. Good, Timely Information
Kaufmann does a great work of explaining the function of DNA telomeres
in longevity. She does an excellent job comparing the many aspects of
our anatomies and cells to the structure of big businesses that everyone
can relate too. For example, lifting heavy weights stimulates
testosterone production and release of development factors ( or reduces
it depending on what paper you are reading. Lacks for nothing, you won't
be lacking hot-links. It's all there. how to age healthy Well written,
quite technical but filled with important information on what you body
functions and how to help it by providing essential substances simply
because you age. I always wished for an unbiased review from someone not
selling any item, and who really understands all the jargon in these
content. However you choose to nourish yourself, it should be as near
natural with reduced processing or alteration as possible with a wide
variety of foods to obtain all the nutrients we need to stay healthy,
while minimizing poisons from eating too much of the same thing. This is
a book and protocol that I wanna tell all of my friends and family! AN
EXTREMELY interesting and detailed appearance at all the nutrients which



can be put into a life currently living healthy. I’ve been on her top
five recommendations for the last two weeks and experience amazing. In
the initial part Dr Kaufmann clarifies seven aging groups fundamentals.
One of the best health books I've read--and have read many.The writer
starts with the required framework to understand just what a basic
biochemistry text doesn't cover.
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